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Subnet ScanPro Crack Activator Latest

Subnet ScanPro is an offline computer inventory utility that allows you to scan an entire network or
subnet of computers in order to produce a list of computers. With the goal of being a very small
application that fits on a single floppy disk, Subnet ScanPro was designed to meet the needs of a
wide variety of environments. It is also simple to use, providing a drag and drop interface for you to
select and scan specific computers. Features: Windows 95/98/NT 32-bit Human Readable List Format
Hundreds of computer type names Built in windows filters Built in MAC filter and type names Built in
network filter Up to 2060 computers per scan Robust reporting, graphs, charts, and print Small
application size and process, single floppy disk required Very portable application, Mac and Linux
support No user installation required Easy to use "I bought my first floppy machine over 20 years ago
and I've been using Subnet ScanPro ever since. It's been a much better solution for me, and it's
easier and cheaper than paying a professional to do it for me. Even if you are a pro, if you know what
you are doing, this is much easier and cheaper than manual network inventorying. Of course, you
have to be careful about what you ask ScanPro to do. It is not a scanning solution. It's a quick and
easy way to gather data about a machine." "I was really impressed with the ease of installation. Also,
how easy it is to use. It is much easier to use than many of the desktop or client side products that
are available. Being able to enter the hostnames manually or browse the network is great. Very
versatile. The report generation is also a big bonus and something that everyone should use." After
scanning a local area network of 15 computers I was very impressed with the accuracy of the report
produced by Subnet ScanPro. Compared to other products that I have tried in the past, it is very easy
to produce a clean and accurate list of the computers on a network. Even for a novice user, it was
easy to figure out how to use it. The drag-and-drop interface makes it very easy to produce output
for specific workstations. Another plus is that it is so small to fit on a floppy disk. I have been asked
to produce reports for servers all over the world, and this is the only
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Subnet ScanPro is a simple to use tool for quickly scanning and collecting data on computers on your
network in a spreadsheet, csv, or hdf5 format. Simply enter network information and Subnet ScanPro
will scan your network looking for computers. If it finds any computers, Subnet ScanPro will list any
properties for the computer such as operating system, name, and in some cases user, and report
them to you in an easy-to-read spreadsheet or csv format. In addition to computer data, Subnet
ScanPro will also collect any open ports that are found on the computer. However, if you only wish to
collect information about computers and not open ports, you can stop the port collection option. A
csv report is generated and stored on your computer or in a folder for direct transfer to Excel for
easy review. Subnet ScanPro is an affordable and easy way to get a quick inventory of your network.
Why spend thousands of dollars on a PC inventory program when Subnet ScanPro does it all for you
and a whole lot less? Subnet ScanPro includes an option that will send an e-mail, or you can use it as
an option in a virus infection scan to send you an e-mail when it finds computers infected with any
viruses. The following features are included in Subnet ScanPro: Search and collect data for each
computer on your network! Text and user properties are collected for each computer. It can collect
user names, IP addresses, and what type of computer each is. A report is produced with information
you need! You can control how many properties to be transferred when saving the report. You can
stop the collection of IP information when needed. The report is saved in csv and in Hdf5, allowing
you to save the report to your hard drive or transfer it to Excel to use as a working inventory. Subnet
ScanPro Features: You have access to the following properties for each computer in your network:
The date the computer was installed Operating System Version The name of the computer The IP
address Computer type (laptop or desktop) User name User name User SID User Logon Name User
full name User Address User City User State User Zip code User Country User Workgroup Name
b7e8fdf5c8
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• Instantly scans and generates a complete computer inventory report • No installation required, no
software to buy or download • Easy to use, easy to understand • Great for PCs, Servers, Macs and
DOS systems Subnet ScanPro is a PCI compliant certified solution for network administrators to
easily print in Excel an organization's computer inventory. It has never been easier to scan a network
and generate a computer inventory on all of the PC's in your network. Subnet ScanPro can scan and
inventory any device that can connect to your network. This includes workstations, laptops, and
servers. As you scan you can generate a number of reports such as: • Computer Inventory Report:
Quickly generate a complete computer inventory report with basic information, hardware and
software components, device attributes and the device ID. • Network Map Report: Generate a
complete listing of all computers on the network and their PC's inventory. • Computer Cluster
Report: Quickly generate a report of all computers in a particular computer cluster. • Computer
Groups Report: Generate a listing of all computer groups and the membership of that computer
group. • Computer Upgrade Report: Generate a report listing all of the computers on the network
that have had a successful upgrade of a specific software component such as MS Office, MS Outlook,
Acrobat Reader, Java. • Device Inventory: Generate a computer inventory report of all of the
operating systems, software, applications and devices that are installed on each computer. •
Incomplete List Report: Generate a report of incomplete computer details such as Operating System,
and software installed. • All Device Inventory Report: Generate a comprehensive inventory report for
all devices on the network that includes Macs, Laptops, Servers and print/fax devices. • Scan by
Network: Quickly generate a complete inventory of all devices on the network that can be accessed
from any computer on the network. • Scan by Network Update: Quickly generate a full computer
inventory of all devices on the network that have been updated or patched. • Trace Report:
Generate a complete listing of all devices on the network and their connections to other computers.
• Device Notification Report: Generate a notification report of all devices on the network that have
been changed. • Device Configuration Report: Generate a report of all devices on the network for
which you specify in the report configuration options. • Device Security Report: Generate a list of
devices on the network that are not

What's New in the Subnet ScanPro?

You can utilize our Subnet ScanPro software for your computer inventory on any computer in your
network. Subnet ScanPro is the most inexpensive way to get computer inventory data in a simple to
use spreadsheet. It's easy to scan a large number of machines from a single machine and configure
for storage or any other action on those machines. We'll automatically generate a table for you that
is easy to enter the information for your inventory. Any number of machines can be put into a
particular group and be executed on at any time with the click of a button. This is the foundation for
a lot of our other solutions. There are two versions of our Subnet ScanPro software: Subnet ScanPro
Pro. It comes with all the useful software that you need to do network monitoring as well as PC
inventory. Subnet ScanPro Core only. It does not contain the data that is used for the other solutions.
But you can still use it to do network monitoring for other uses, like you would normally do with any
other software that has this type of data. Subnet ScanPro is a computer inventory system that works
on any Windows or Linux system. Once you have the software installed, all you need to do is run the
program and it automatically scans your network, creates a table for the data, and stores it in the
configuration you choose. When you are done with the system, you can export the table as any flat
text file such as Excel, CSV, etc. You can also compare different versions by doing a diff or generate
a HTML report of all the changes. Note: It is not possible to run both the Pro and Core versions at the
same time. Subnet ScanPro is a network inventory software suite that runs directly on any Windows
or Linux computer. The software is easy to install and use. It scans networks and creates a computer
inventory. You can export this information in a spreadsheet format such as Excel or CSV, or you can
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compare several versions of the inventory. The suite includes all the basic functionality that you
would expect. It's easy to scan a large number of machines from a single machine and configure for
storage or any other action on those machines. It's also easy to run multiple machines from a central
location, such as a server. It includes all the functionality to run any number of machines to create a
computer inventory. We designed this software to be used in an automatic mode where it will run a
scan of the network,
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System Requirements:

OS: Win 7 (64-bit) CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 @ 2.83GHz or AMD Athlon II X4 630 @ 2.93GHz RAM:
4 GB RAM GPU: Nvidia GeForce 8800 GT 512MB or ATI HD 2900 XT 1GB HDD: 10GB HD space In
other words, if you want to play, you have to run on a system that is able to do that. By running on a
system that is capable of playing, you are acknowledging that you have taken
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